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Abstrat

In this paper we present Kudos, a novel hierarhial, topology aware overlay onstrution algorithm.

Kudos is an extension of Narada, an existing topology aware overlay; by adding hierarhy, we have

signi�antly inreased the salability of Kudos while maintaining the performane advantage of topology

awareness. Additionally, we provide the �rst detailed omparison between topology aware and topol-

ogy agnosti overlay onstrution algorithms, by performing detailed simulations of Kudos, CAN [1℄,

Chord [2℄, and a \random power law" overlay. We show that all overlay topologies are faed with a

fundamental tradeo� between relative delay penalty (RDP) and link stress, and that by hanging node

out-degree, di�erent points in this tradeo� an be seleted. We demonstrate that Kudos signi�ant out-

performs all onsidered topology agnosti algorithms, both in terms of lateny and bandwidth, although

it annot sale to the same degree beause of the osts inurred by topology aware overlay maintenane.

1 Introdution

Overlays have reently beome a popular way to deploy new network protools and middleware servies. An

overlay is a virtual network between partiipating nodes; eah pair of nodes in the overlay are separated by

one or more links in the underlying physial network topology, and some pairs of overlay nodes are onneted

by a tunnel through the physial network. Beause overlay traÆ is tunneled, overlay protools have the

advantage of inremental deployability. Early overlays suh as the M-Bone [3℄ and the 6-Bone [4℄ were

intended as transitional solutions, but overlays have sine been reognized as an e�etive, permanent way

to deploy new servies, inluding appliation-level multiast [5, 6℄ and peer-to-peer networks [1, 2, 7, 8, 9℄.

Beause the topology of an overlay may di�er from that of the underlying physial network, the overlay

may be ineÆient: pakets owing over distint virtual links may ross the same physial link, and the

route of a single paket through the overlay may involve repeated rossings over the same physial link. The

algorithm or mehanism used to form an overlay is therefore ritial to its performane: overlay topologies
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that losely math their underlying physial network topology are more eÆient, in general. While overlays

suh as the M-Bone [3℄ were manually on�gured and relatively stati in topology, reent overlays are built

and managed with self-organizing algorithms. These algorithms adapt the overlay network topology to

hanges in node membership and to hanges in the physial network, suh as the onset of ongestion.

Topology aware algorithms, suh as RON [10℄, Narada [5℄, and RMX [11℄, use ative measurements to

infer network properties and to make an informed hoie in overlay topology. Topology agnosti overlays,

suh as CAN [1℄, Chord [2℄, Tapestry [8℄, and Pastry [9℄ use other riteria to form overlays, suh as

embedded the overlay in a virtual geometri spae to simplify routing. Topology aware algorithms an

avoid the ineÆienies of overlays, but do so at the ost of inreased management overhead and potentially

poor salability.

This paper makes two ontributions: �rst, it presents the design of Kudos, a hierarhial extension to

the Narada topology aware overlay onstrution algorithm. Beause of its use of hierarhy, Kudos has lower

management overhead and superior salability than Narada; furthermore, we show that the advantages

gained by hierarhy do not ome at the ost of poorer routing eÆieny.

Our seond ontribution is to present a detailed omparison of the advantages and disadvantages that

topology aware algorithms have relative to topology agnosti overlays. Using paket-level simulations, we

ompare Kudos to CAN and Chord, showing that that the routing eÆieny of these topology agnosti

overlays (as measured by relative delay penalty) is at least a fator of two worse than that of Kudos; this

is true even using reent heuristi extensions to CAN and Chord that were designed to address these very

issues. We further demonstrate that Kudos is better able to ahieve lower paket delivery lateny and

higher bandwidth than both CAN and Chord.

In the next setion of the paper, we disuss how to evaluate various overlay topologies. Setion 3

desribes the topology aware approah, Kudos. Setion 4 desribes various topology agnosti algorithms

that we use for omparison. Setion 5 desribes the experimental methodology. Results of experiments are

presented in Setion 6 and Setion 7. We talk about related work in Setion 9, and we onlude in Setion

10.
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Figure 1: Example illustrating di�erent overlay topologies. (a) shows a physial network with 4 hosts interested in

partiipating in overlay. Three di�erent overlays topologies are shown. Below them is shown how A would broadast

data to B,C,D using the overlay.

2 On the Evaluation of Overlay Topologies

As previously argued, topology aware overlay onstrution algorithms attempt to inrease the eÆieny

of routing aross the overlay, at the ost of inreased management overhead. Beause topology aware

algorithms use periodi probes to measure the harateristis of all end-to-end paths, these algorithms

may also su�er from limited salability, e�etively restriting them to group sizes of approximate 100

nodes.

2.1 Overlay Performane Metris

We use multiast as a representative driving appliation to quantify the eÆieny of an overlay. Several

reent proposals have disussed overlay management in the ontext of appliation-level multiast [5, 12,

6, 13℄; the proposals typially onstrut multiast distribution trees rooted at the soure of a multiast

transmission. Regardless of the spei� details of eah partiular proposal, two metris that an be used

to evaluate performane are relative delay penalty (RDP) and stress.

RDP is a measure of the additional paket delay introdued by overlay on the delivery of a single paket

between a soure and destination. More spei�ally, RDP is the ratio of the lateny experiened when

sending data using the overlay to the lateny experiened when sending data diretly using the underlying

network.

Stress is a measure of the exess bandwidth onsumption indued by the overlay during a multiast

transmission. The stress of a physial link is de�ned as the number of overlay tunnels that send traÆ over
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that link. Note that stress is both a funtion of the topology and the multiast tree used: ooding-style

broadasts ause more stress on a physial link than multiasts. For eÆient multiast trees, a multiast

paket ows over eah virtual overlay tunnel at most one.

Ideally, an overlay should have both low RDP and low stress. Unfortunately, these requirements an

oniting. To see this, onsider Figure 1(a), whih shows an example physial network with four hosts

interested in forming an overlay. Figure 1(b1) shows a fully onneted overlay topology; in this ase the

RDP between all pairs is 1, sine they send to eah other diretly. However, the stress on links lose to

end hosts is high: Figure 1(b2) shows the paths taken by pakets if A wants to ommuniate with all B,

C, and D simultaneously. A must send three pakets over its physial aess link, one per overlay tunnel,

leading to a stress of 3 on that physial link.

As another example, onsider an overlay topology that selets overlay links randomly, resulting perhaps

in the overlay shown in Figure 1(1). In this ase, all overlay tunnels go over the physial link R1-R2,

leading to high stress. Additionally, the RDP between most pairs of nodes is very high (37/13 for (A,C),

24/2 for (A,B) and 25/2 for (C,D)). In general, topology agnosti shemes like CAN, Chord and Gnutella

an yield suh overlays.

Comparatively, a topology aware sheme (suh as Narada) will result in an overlay topology that losely

mathes the underlying physial topology, as shown in Figure 1(d1). This topology has low RDP's between

all pairs, and also results in low stresses on all physial links.

2.2 The Salability of Overlays

To form a topology aware overlay, shemes like Narada introdue two soures of overhead: probe traÆ

between overlay node pairs, and the management overhead indued by membership hanges and evolving

network onditions. At a high level, we measure the salability of an overlay sheme in terms of two

metris: the amount of state that is kept by eah node to maintain the overlay, and the amount of network

traÆ that is attributable to overlay maintenane or network probing.
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3 Kudos: a Salable, Topology Aware Overlay

The management overhead assoiated with topology aware protools is known to be prohibitive at sale.

A simple and e�etive way to ombat this overhead is to introdue hierarhy into the overlay. Kudos, our

hierarhial overlay sheme, partitions overlay nodes into lusters. Eah luster has a unique representative

node, alled the luster head; all non-head nodes in a luster are referred to as hildren. In Kudos, we

form two levels of overlays (Figure 2). At the bottom level, we run independent instanes of a topology

aware protool within eah luster, forming an overlay of hildren for eah luster. At the top level, we run

another instane of the protool aross luster heads. In a Kudos overlay of n nodes, we form approximately

p

n lusters, eah onsisting of

p

n nodes (all of whih are hildren, exept a single luster head). This

hierarhy serves two purposes: it inreases salability sine measurement probes are run aross smaller

groups, and it dereases management overhead by loalizing the e�ets of member failures within smaller

groups. However, a hierarhy potentially loses some opportunity for eÆieny, sine hild nodes in di�erent

lusters do not have the ability to form overlay links to eah other.

Figure 2: The Two-level hierarhy: louds represent lusters with the solid nodes as head nodes. The solid lines

between the heads is the top level topology.

The use of a two-level hierarhy divides the overlay onstrution task into two independent sub-

problems: lustering and mesh management. Mesh management determines how the nodes at the same

level are onneted to eah other. It omes into play at both levels of hierarhy; it determines how the

nodes in the same luster are onneted to eah other, and how the head nodes onnet to eah other (also

alled the top-level topology). Clustering deals with forming the lusters, seleting heads and maintaining

them in the fae of dynami membership and hanging network metris. A node joins the overlay by being
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member of any luster using some bootstrapping mehanism (for example, see [11℄). With time, lustering

operations will move the node to a more suitable luster.

3.1 Mesh Management

The mesh management protool selets the tunnels that onnet the nodes at the same level. In Kudos,

lustering operations are independent of mesh management and any suitable mesh-management protool

an be used. We use Narada [5℄ as our mesh management protool. In Narada, partiipating nodes add

links to eah other, subjet to the onstraints of a maximum degree bound. A utility funtion

1

[5, 14℄

is omputed periodially for eah link in the overlay. The omputed utilities ditate the replaement of

existing links with poor utility with new links of better utility, thereby maintaining a good overlay in the

fae of dynami onditions.

Eah node also partiipates in a path vetor routing protool by periodially exhanging routing tables

with its neighbors. Additional mehanisms are inorporated to maintain the onnetivity of overlay in fae

of sudden node death. For full details on Narada, please refer to [5℄.

3.2 Clustering

There are two primary objetives of lustering: �rst, lustering attempts to assign nodes to lusters based

on lateny as a measure of proximity in the physial network, and seondly, lustering shu�es nodes aross

lusters to preserve the approximate orret size of eah luster. Cluster maintenane works through three

lustering operations (migrate, split, and di�use), whih we desribe below.

Migrate: This operation moves a hild node from one luster to another. Migrate tries to plae a node

in the luster whose head is losest to that node. When a hild joins the luster, it reeives information

about other luster heads from its urrent luster head. (Eah luster head periodially broadasts the

list of other heads to its hildren using the bottom level overlay). The hild then periodially probes a

small number of arefully seleted heads to determine its lateny to them. One the hild detets a head

node whih is signi�antly loser to it than its urrent head, it leaves its urrent luster and joins the new

luster. To avoid multiple migrations immediately after a node joins the overlay (as the initial joining

1

Intuitively, the utility of having an overlay link is the extent to whih the presene of that link improves its nodes'

lateny/bandwidth to other nodes.
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luster is piked randomly), a new node does not migrate until it has measured its lateny to a signi�ant

fration of other head nodes.

Migrate requires hild nodes to probe all head nodes, whih an overload head nodes in a large overlay.

Heuristis an be used to redue these probes. For example, in pratie a hild does not need to probe a

head node that is more than 2 � � from the hild's head, where � is the lateny between the hild and

its head. In our experiments, this heuristi redues the number of probes sent by up to 50%. Another

possibility is to use landmark ordering [1℄ to hoose appropriate luster. In landmark ordering, every node

(both hild and head) measures its lateny to a prede�ned set of landmark nodes and orders them. A hild

joins the head whose ordering most losely mathes its own.

When a hild node migrates to a new luster, all the previous mesh management tunnels are deleted for

that hild. After joining the new luster, the new head node randomly assigns it a neighbor to bootstrap

the lower level mesh management.

Split: A luster that is more than twie as large as

p

n in size is broken into two. The deision to split

a luster is taken by its head node. After a split, the old luster head remains as the head of one of the

new lusters, but a new head must be seleted for the seond new luster. The new luster head is hosen

to minimize the average lateny to all other hild nodes in its luster; this deision requires knowledge of

the lateny between all pairs of hild nodes.

Fortunately, every hild node knows its lateny to all other hild nodes as a side-e�et of the mesh

management protool. Whenever a deision to split ours, the old luster head broadasts its lateny to

its hild nodes. On reeiving this information, eah hild node omputes the number of other hild nodes

that are loser to than the old luster head, and eah hild reports this number bak to the old luster

head. After reeiving enough reports, the old luster head selets the new luster head. The new head

reates a tunnel to the old head, and from there on mesh-management enables it to get an appropriate set

of tunnels to other luster heads. The hild nodes loser to the new head are informed of the split and

they migrate to the new luster.

Head seletion in our implementation is based upon lateny, however one an imagine inorporating

other riteria, suh as stability or aess link bandwidth.
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Di�use: Over time, lusters may diminish in size beause of node migrations and node deaths. Clusters

that are more than a fator of two smaller than

p

n are disbanded altogether, i.e., are di�used. All of the

nodes in a luster undergoing di�usion are migrated to neighboring lusters. To avoid the possibility of

partitioning the top-level topology when the head node of the di�using luster migrates, links from its

new head are made to all of its previous neighbors. Unneessary links are eventually deleted by mesh

management.

4 Topology Agnosti Approahes

To evaluate the performane of Kudos, we ompare it to three topology agnosti overlay onstrution

protools. Our �rst two points of omparison, CAN [1℄ and Chord [2℄, are overlays used as the basis of

a distributed hash table. Our third point of omparison is an overlay that reets the power-law driven

node degree distributions present in random overlays suh as Gnutella [15, 16℄.

4.1 Content Addressable Network (CAN)

In CAN, nodes are mapped onto a virtual d dimensional Cartesian oordinate spae. Every node has

2 � d neighbors in the overlay, orresponding to its neighbors in the oordinate spae. Sine nodes are

mapped randomly onto the Cartesian spae, the overlay struture has no resemblane to underlying physial

topology. We evaluate the following three variants of CAN overlays:

Naive. This is the original routing algorithm proposed in [1℄; routes orrespond to straight line paths

through the Cartesian spae the from a soure oordinate to a destination oordinate. Next hop links are

piked arbitrarily among those neighbors that are loser to the destination in the artesian spae, and as

a result, many di�erent path exists between two nodes in the spae.

Smart. As suggested in [1℄, the naive routing algorithm an be enhaned; instead of arbitrarily piking

next hops, a next hop neighbor is seleted whih is losest in the underlying physial network. Sine higher

dimensional CANs have more paths between any two nodes, the e�et of this heuristi is more pronouned

in higher dimensions.

Best (shortest path). In this variant, we run weighted shortest path alulations, with overlay link

weights proportional to the lateny aross that link. This results in the best ahievable performane on

aross the overlay struture. We study this variant for theoretial purposes only, sine it is obviously

impratial to use.
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4.2 Chord

In Chord, every node is assigned a m bit identi�er. For simpliity of explanation, we assume n = 2

m

,

where n is the number of nodes in the overlay. Every node has m neighbors (i.e. m = log(n), and the

number of neighbors grows with the overlay size), spaed by distane 2

0

; 2

1

; 2

2

: : : 2

m�1

. The neighbors of

node i are thus the nodes with ids i+ 2

0

; i+ 2

1

; : : : i+ 2

m�1

. We evaluate three variants of routing aross

a Chord-style overlay:

Naive. While routing a paket from node i to node k, the paket is forwarded to the neighbor whih is

arithmetially losest to k, but less than or equal to k. For example, if node 0 routes to node 7, the next

hop is 4. This is done suessively, until the destination is reahed. The above proess ensures a route

with maximum length log(n) between any two nodes.

Smart. The routing algorithm an be enhaned by applying a heuristi mentioned in [17℄. Intuitively,

lateny is redued by preferentially hoosing the next hop from a suitable-set of nodes, whih is nearby in

the underlying network.

Best or shortest path. This is the shortest path routing algorithm running over the overlay. Again, this

is of theoretial interest only.

4.3 Random Power Law

In a random power law overlay, overlay nodes are onneted randomly suh that the node degree distribution

obeys a power law. To generate a random power law overlay topology for n nodes, we �rst use the Brite [18℄

topology generator to generate a network struture with n nodes whose degree distribution obeys a power

law. Overlay nodes are then mapped randomly onto this network struture. On a random overlay, we

study two routing variants:

Flooding. Flooding has the advantage of being simple, but omes at the ost redundant pakets in the

network.

Best or shortest path. This is the shortest path routing algorithm running over the overlay. One again,

this is of theoretial interest only.
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5 Experimental Methodology

To evaluate Kudos and to ompare it to the traÆ unaware algorithms, we made use of a loally developed

event-driven paket level simulator. The simulator models the propagation delay of physial links, but

does not model ongestion, paket losses, or queueing delays. We deliberately hose to use this simpli�ed

network model, so as to fator out interations with ongestion ontrol and issues relating to network

apaity provisioning.

All topology agnosti approahes are simulated using a entralized algorithm for overlay onstrution,

and we arefully ontrol the order in whih nodes join the overlay, depending on the experiment. Our

primary interest in this paper is to understand the stati properties of the overlay struture formed by

these algorithms, rather than the overlays' performane under dynami onditions.

We used the Georgia Teh \Transit-Stub" model (GT-ITM [19℄) to generate the physial network

topologies used in our simulations, and we attahed additional nodes to the generated stub nodes to

represent hosts onneted to lower level routers. Latenies to links in the physial topology are assigned

by GT-ITM.

For eah data point gathered on eah experiment, we ran 9 di�erent simulations, representing 3 di�erent

topologies and three di�erent random seeds. For eah topology, the size of the simulated physial bakbone

was 4,040 nodes, and the number of stub nodes was approximately 20,000.

5.1 Performane Metris

As disussed in Setion 2, we use RDP and stress as metri to gage the lateny overhead and bandwidth

eÆieny of an overlay network. We make use of the following, more spei� metris:

90th perentile RDP: RDPs are omputed for every node pair in the overlay. The 90th perentile RDP

is the RDP seen by 90% of the pairs of nodes. As mentioned in [5℄, we found that 90th perentile RDP

hides sensitivity to simulation parameters by e�etively fatoring out high RDPs whih are assoiated with

pairs of nodes having very small physial lateny.

Worst Link Stress: Reall that link stress for a is de�ned as the number of overlay links going over a

physial link in a multiast data-transmission tree. The \worst link stress" is the maximum value of stress

aross all physial links involved in a data transmission. In our experiments, we ompute single-soure
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multiast dissemination trees as the union of the links used in the uniast routing from that soure to all

other nodes in the overlay.

2

In our results, we ompute the worst link stress for every multiast dissemination tree (i.e., we alulate

the worst link stress experiene by eah multiast soure). Our graphs plot the median of the worst link

stress aross soures; this is approximately similar to plotting the worst link stress of a randomly hosen

multiast dissemination tree.

6 Hierarhy and Topology Aware Overlays

In this setion, we present our experimental results that explore the e�ets of hierarhy on topology-aware

overlays. The results explore two questions: how does hierarhy a�et RDP and stress, and how does

hierarhy a�et the onvergene time of the overlay under dynami membership hanges? To answer

these questions, we simulate both Kudos and Narada overlays ranging from 64 to 1024 nodes, using the

methodology we desribed earlier. For the results presented in this setion, we hose an average out-degree

of 6 for nodes.

6.1 RDP

Figure 3 shows the 90th perentile RDP values for Kudos and Narada, for di�erent overlays sizes. We

observe that the di�erene in RDP for Narada and Kudos is small (less than 20%) for overlay sizes over

1000 nodes; spei�ally, the RDP of a 1024 node Kudos overlay is 3.5, while the RDP of a 1024 node

Narada overlay is 3.1. Also, note that RDP tends to inrease slowly with overlay size for both Kudos and

Narada; for Kudos, RDP inreases from 2.9 to 3.5 as the overlay size hanges from 128 nodes to 1024

nodes.

We onlude that the e�et of hierarhy on paket delay is small; a 20% di�erene in RDP is unlikely

to be signi�ant in pratie. Nonetheless, the e�ets of hierarhy an be observed in a very small fration

of node pairs, orresponding to situations in whih physially lose hild nodes land in di�erent lusters.

2

Note that omputing suh a tree in a distributed manner an be omplex, and di�erent overlay management algorithms

may have di�erent ways and overhead of omputing it. For our purposes, knowledge of the tree is suÆient, as we do not

measure the overhead of omputing it.
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Figure 4: \Worst link stress" as measured for Narada and Kudos overlays of various sizes.

6.2 Link Stress

In Figure 4, we plot the relationship between worst link stress and overlay size, for both Narada and Kudos.

The di�erene between the stresses aross the algorithms is extremely small in pratie, one again leading

to the onlusion that hierarhy does lead to signi�ant degradation in performane (in this ase, in terms

of bandwidth onsumed).

3

Worst link stress inreases slowly for both approahes as a funtion of the overlay size; for Kudos, stress

inreases from 12 to 18 as the overlay size inreases from 128 nodes to 1024 nodes.

3

We on�rmed that our results are omparable to those in [5℄, at least for overlay size ranges that we ompute in ommon.
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# of node hanges Kudos Narada

4 10 120

8 15 214

16 27 295

32 30 342

64 31 745

128 33 1182

Table 1: The onvergene time, expressed in number of protool rounds before the Kudos or Narada overlay

stablizes, for various sizes of group membership hange.

6.3 Convergene Under Dynami Group Membership

To study the impat of hierarhy on the behavior of the overlay algorithms during periods of dynami

membership, we measured the time it took for Kudos and Narada to onverge to a stable overlay topology,

as measured by the number of overlay maintenane protool rounds that were neessary.

In Table 1, we show the number of protool rounds before the onvergene of a 256 node overlay, as a

funtion of the number of nodes that simultaneously hange. A \hange" is de�ned as one node leaving

the overlay, and another node joining in a di�erent loation. Thus, a 16-node hange ours when 16 nodes

leave the overlay, and 16 di�erent nodes join the overlay.

The results are dramati: the onvergene time of Kudos grows approximately as the square root of

the number of nodes, while the onvergene time of Narada is linear in the number of nodes. This, of

ourse, is a result of Kudos lustering nodes into many, smaller overlays. In ontrast, all nodes in Narada

partiipate in a single, large overlay.

7 The E�etiveness of CAN and Chord Routing Variants

This setion evaluates the e�etiveness of the CAN and Chord routing variants with respet to RDP and

worst ase stress. The \best" (shortest-path) routing variant sets a baseline of performane for RDP; as

suh it represents the best possible RDP ahievable for that overlay. However, as we will show, the routing

variants have surprising e�ets on stress.
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7.1 CAN

In Figure 5, we plot the measured RDP of a 3-dimensional CAN; a 3-dimensional CAN has average node

degree of 6, similar to our evaluated Kudos overlays. The graph shows the e�et of overlay size on RDP,

for all three routing variants.

As expeted, the \best" routing sheme signi�ant outperforms both \naive" and \smart" routing;

the di�erene between naive and smart is muh smaller. The number of neighbors of a CAN node is

independent of the overlay size; as a result, the smart routing variant has fewer paths to explore, ompared

to best. Thus, the gap between best and smart routing grows as the overlay gets larger, relative to the gap

between smart and naive.
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Figure 7: The performane of the Chord routing variants, as measured by RDP on overlays of varying sizes.

In Figure 6, we plot the worst link stress as a funtion of overlay size, again for the three CAN routing

variants. For CAN, the best routing variant also has the smallest stress; naive and smart are essentially

idential. Beause best selets lower lateny overlay links, it likely traverses fewer physial network links,

resulting in lower worst link stress.

7.2 Chord

Figure 7 shows the 90th perentile RDP for the three Chord routing variants. Similar to CAN, best

outperforms smart, and smart outperforms naive. Figure 8 shows the variation in link stress with the

overlay size for di�erent heuristis. Surprisingly, naive routing performs best, even though longer paths are

taken as ompared to smart. We believe this is beause \naive" Chord routing perfetly di�uses the set of

all point-to-point routes aross overlay links, whereas CAN tends to favor ertain overlay links. However,

best and smart routing in CAN performs similarly to best and smart routing in Chord.

8 Comparing Kudos to Topology Agnosti Overlays

In this setion, we present the results of omparing Kudos to CAN, Chord, and random power law overlays.

In all experiments, the average node out-degree for Kudos, CAN and random power law overlays was set

as 6. For CAN and Chord, we used the \smart" routing variant, whereas for random power law topologies,

we used ooding-style routing.
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Figure 8: The performane of Chord routing variants, as measured by worst link stress.
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Figure 9: The 90th perentile RDP of the various overlay topologies as a funtion of overlay size.

8.1 RDP

Figure 9 shows the 90th perentile RDP values for these di�erent protools as a funtion of overlay size. A

number of onlusions an be drawn. First, Kudos has muh lower RDP than any other algorithm; hene,

there is a lear advantage to using topology aware routing. Seond, even though Chord appears to perform

better than CAN, this is beause in Chord, the average out-degree inreases with overlay size.

8.2 Stress

In Figure 10, we show how stress is related to overlay size for our various di�erent overlay algorithms.

What is most apparent is that Kudos has muh lower stress. Furthermore, the stress of Kudos grows muh

slower as a funtion of overlay size, as ompared with all other algorithm. As before, this is a result of
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Figure 10: Worst link stress as as funtion of overlay size, for the various routing algorithms.
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Figure 11: The e�et of varying node outdegree on 90th perentile RDP.

Kudos' topologial awareness, as overlay links tend to not traverse many physial network links. Random

power law overlays have signi�antly worse stress than other algorithms, due to its use of ooding as its

routing mehanism.

8.3 E�et of Inreasing Degree

Next, we explored the e�et of inreasing the average out-degree of nodes in the various overlays. Inreasing

out-degree will derease RDP, but at the ost of inreasing stress. For the purposes of this setion, we

simulated a 1024 node CAN, Kudos, and random power law topology. We did not simulate Chord, sine

we ould not ontrol the out-degree of Chord nodes.

Figure 11 shows our results. As expeted, there is a exponential redution in RDP for CAN as the

average node degree inreases from 4 to 6, as this results in a orresponding inrease in dimensionality.
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Figure 12: The tradeo� between RDP and aess link stress as node out-degree hanges, for both topology aware

and topology agnosti overlays.

The same overall trend is observed for Kudos and random power law overlays, however, Kudos ahieves

exellent RDP performane with a muh lower out-degree than its ompetitors.

In Figures 12 and 13, we explore the relationship between RDP and link stress, as a parametri funtion

of node degree. Figure 12 shows this parametri relationship for aess links (i.e., links between hosts and

their routers in the physial network), whereas Figure 13 shows the same relationship for bakbone links

(i.e., physial links between routers).

All results show a fundamental tradeo� between RDP and link stress; by inreasing average out-degree,

an overlay has a smaller diameter, and hene needs to traverse fewer overlay links, and orresponding,

physial links. However, beause there are more overlay links, eah physial link su�ers from higher stress

on average.

Both graphs on�rm that topology-aware overlays ahieve better overall performane than topology

agnosti overlays: the Kudos parametri line lies loser to the origin than all others.

8.4 Overlay Management Overhead

Overlay management overhead is a measure of the amount of resoures required by eah node to onstrut

and maintain the overlay. Nodes may need to maintain routing state, and nodes may need to exhange

messages to perform overlay maintenane. For all protools that we onsidered, state management and
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Figure 13: The tradeo� between RDP and bakbone link stress as node out-degree hanges, for both topology aware

and topology agnosti overlays.

maintenane traÆ grow identially as a funtion of the number of overlay nodes (or, for CAN, the dimen-

sion).

In Narada, every partiipant probes every other node in the overlay to hoose suitable links; this auses

eah eah node to exhange O(n) messages. In Kudos , the mesh management protool is run among

groups of size

p

n , and hene overhead is O(

p

n).

4

Clustering operations are limited to ommuniation

among a luster and hene are also O(

p

n). For CAN and Chord, the overlay maintenane ommuniation

is limited to neighboring nodes. Hene, for CAN, maintenane omplexity is O(2� d) and for Chord it is

O(log(n)). For random power law overlays, assuming ooding as the routing mehanism, the only ost is

maintaining links to neighbor nodes.

Table 2 summarizes the overlay management overhead for various protools. Clearly topology agnosti

approahes like CAN, Chord and random power law an sale muh further then topology aware approahes

like Narada and Kudos, although Kudos an sale muh further than Narada.

9 Related Work

While many overlay onstrution shemes have been proposed (for example, see [5, 1, 2, 6, 8, 9, 20,

12℄), there has been little work in studying how they ompare to eah other. Little is known about the

4

Head nodes partiipates in two mesh management protools, but the omplexity order remains same, sine both are

O(

p

n).
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Protool Overlay Management

Overhead (bandwidth)

Narada n

Kudos

p

n

CAN (dimension d) 2� d

Chord log(n)

Random Power Law d

(average degree d)

Table 2: Overlay Management Overhead for various shemes. n is the total number of nodes in the overlay

fundamental tradeo� of one sheme over another. We view our work as being a �rst, important step in

this diretion.

In this paper, we desribed the design of a hierarhial, topology aware overlay. Similar e�orts are

underway in [21℄ and [22℄; perhaps unsurprisingly, both of these also use hierarhy to sale. [21℄ builds

large sale overlays for multiast using multiple levels of hierarhy; at eah level, the topology is a fully

onneted mesh, unlike Kudos in whih the topology is sparse and is reated by another self-organizing

protool. We believe that the design hoies made by Kudos redues the stress on links lose to luster

representatives substantially, as ompared to [21℄.

In [22℄, the authors provide an analysis of lateny and ost optimizations in overlays. It onludes that

hierarhy an provide signi�ant bene�ts in salability, with little performane ost. However, it does not

present a distributed algorithm to onstrut hierarhy, whih Kudos does. Additionally, their omparison

is limited to topology aware algorithm, and no salable topology agnosti sheme is ompared.

10 Conlusions and Future Work

This paper has made two ontributions: �rst, it presented the design of Kudos, a hierarhial extension

to the Narada topology aware overlay onstrution algorithm. Using simulations, we demonstrate that

Kudos has superior salability than Narada while maintaining the performane advantages of topology

aware overlays. Beause of its use of hierarhy, Kudos also has lower management overhead than Narada.

Our seond ontribution was a detailed, quantitative omparison between topology aware and topology

agnosti overlay algorithms. Spei�ally, we ompared Kudos to CAN, Chord, and a random power law

overlay topology. We demonstrated that all overlay topologies are faed with a fundamental tradeo�

between relative delay penalty (RDP) and link stress, and that by hanging node out-degree, di�erent
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points in this tradeo� an be seleted. We further demonstrated that Kudos signi�ant outperforms all

onsidered topology agnosti algorithms, although it annot sale to the same degree beause of the osts

inurred by topology aware overlay maintenane.

In the future, we hope to extend our omparisons to approahes like Tapestry and Pastry, whih are

salable and at the same time an more easily reate topology aware overlays. We also hope to explore the

performane of Kudos under more dynami environments, suh as rapid overlay membership hanges, or

varying traÆ demands.
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